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We extend the scope of some useful theorems of E. Dror and J. Stallings of which the following 
result of Stallings is easy to state: A homomorphism @: A-B of nilpotent groups is an 
isomorphism if and only if @ induces an isomorphism and an epimorphism on the first and the 
second homology groups with integer coefficients. respectively. We extend and enlarge the 
algebraic framework to the category of pro-groups in a natural way so that an anaogue of these 
results of Dror and Stallings can be appropriately stated and proved. This is done in a natural 
manner so that our extended results cari be useful in pro-homotopy theory or shape theory which 
is analogous to the usefulness of the results of Dror and Stallings in the context of homotopy 
theory. As an application, we obtain a version of a Whitehead Theorem in pro-homotopy and 
shape theory which only involves homology pro-groups; a complete proof of this result will be 
given elsewhere. 
0. Introduction 
0.1. The setting: A brief discussion 
The main concern of this note is ‘pro-algebra’ or ‘the algebra of pro-groups’. 
Pro-algebra is of interest, for instance, in the study of pro-homotopy and shape 
theories. More specifically, we extend some useful results of Dror [4] and Stallings 
[15] concerning homology and groups to pro-groups; and, we apply these results, in 
a subsequent paper, to prove a full analogue of Dror’s work [4] in pro-homotopy 
and shape theories. We elaborate on these matters in the next few paragraphs. 
0.2. Some results of Dror and Stallings: Theorem (DS) 
For any n-group G one may define the z-lower central series of G consisting of 
subgroups rkG’s; see Section 2. As a sample, we state the following two results. 
0.2.1. Theorem (Stallings (151). Suppose a homomorphism G+N of groups 
induces an isomorphism and an epimorphism of the first and the second homology 
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groups of G and H, all with integer coefficients, respectively. Then the induced map 
G/TkG -+ H/Tk H is an isomorphism for all finite k (here each group acts on itself by 
conjugation). 
0.2.2. Theorem (Dror [4]). Suppose G-+H is a map of n-modules such that the 
induced map Hi(n; G)+Hi(n; H) is an isomorphism for i=O and an epimorphism 
for i = 1. Then the induced map G/TkG+ H/TkH is an isomorphism for all finite k. 
Theorems 0.2.1 and 0.2.2 taken together will be referred to as Theorem (DS). 
0.3. Analogue of Theorem (DS) in pro-groups 
We must carefully extend to pro-groups the group theoretic framework related to 
Theorem (DS); for instance, we define homology groups of pro-groups (‘pro- 
homological algebra’), pro-(lower central series), etc. All of this is done in a natural 
manner so that the full content of Theorem (DS) can be extended to pro-groups. 
Our main result are Theorems 3.3.1 and 4.3; see also Lemma 3.3.2. 
0.4. Applications to pro-homotopy and shape theories 
In a subsequent paper, we have applied these results to extend Dror’s generaliz- 
ation of the homology version of the Whitehead theorem for simply connected, to 
pro-homotopy and shape theories. This is analogous to Dror’s application of 
Theorem (DS); see [4]. As a sample, the following is easy to state. 
0.41. Theorem. Suppose f: X-, Y is a morphism in the pro-homotopy category of 
pointed and connected topological spaces. Suppose X and Y are nilpotent (in the 
pro-homotopy sense) and f induces isomorphisms of integral homology pro-groups. 
Then f induces isomorphisms of the homotopy pro-groups. 
Many other applications to shape theory are also given; indeed, the main theorem 
of Dror [4] is proved in pro-homotopy in complete generality. In conclusion, we 
may add that the Whitehead theorem in pro-homotopy and shape theories has 
drawn a considerable interest; see, for instance, [l, 9, 11, 12, 131. Some of these 
results are announced in [14]. 
1. Notation and terminology 
1.1. Pro-categories 
For any category V we let pro- V denote the well-known pro-category constructed 
by Grothendieck [7]; see [l, 5, 91 for a discussion of this construction. A morphism 
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in a category will be often called a map. A diagram in a category is said to commute 
if any two paths along the directed arrows (morphisms) from one object in the 
diagram to another yield the same composites. Suppose F: Y + 9 is a covariant 
functor and suppose f: X-+ Y is a morphism in %‘. The corresponding morphism 
Ff: FX+FY in 9 will be often denoted by f * : FX-+FY for notational convenience. 
The zero object in any category, if it exists, will be denoted by 0. We use script 
letters to denote categories whenever appropriate. 
1.2. Pro-groups 
Let 9 denote the category of groups. The objects of pro- Y are called pro-groups 
and we denote pro-groups by G=(GA,pAx,A), H=(H,,,q,,,,M) etc., where 
pAA,: G1,+GA denotes the bonding homomorphism for 1’ 11; see [9] for details 
concerning pro- 8. A morphismf: G-H in pro- 9 is called a special morphism if G 
and Hare indexed by the same directed set A, f = id : A-A, and fLppIAa = qlr,fAr for 
1’rk Many maps or morphisms will be left unlabelled when the context is clear. 
1.3. Other notational conventions 
We shall denote by Y the additive group of integers. We let FG denote the 
integral group ring of a group G. The category of abelian groups will be denoted by 
dY. 
An important convention: We drop the prefix ‘pro’ whenever the context is clear; 
for instance, pro-nilpotent, pro-action, pro-lower central series, etc. will be called 
nilpotent, action, lower central series, etc., respectively; moreover, we drop multiple 
prefixes such as ‘(H, a)-pro’ with or without any explicit mention. 
2. Some pro-functors 
2.1. Preliminaries on group theory 
A (left) action of a group H on a group G is a map a : H x G+ G such that the 
induced map ~5: H+Aut G is a homomophism, where Aut G denotes the group of 
automorphisms of G; these definitions are routinely available and we omit details. 
The usual terminology G is an H-group refers to the existence of a specific action of 
H on G. It is often convenient to denote an action a : H x G-+G by H x G+G, 
especially when the context is clear. The terminology ‘G is an H-module’ or ‘G is a 
TH-module’ is substituted for ‘G is an H-group’ only when G is an abelian group; 
in this case, we let G denote both an abelian group and/or a FH-module where the 
exact meaning will always be clear from the context. By G as a G-group we shall 
always mean the action of G on itself by conjugation; and, if G is nonabelian, we 
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shall be interested in G as an H-group only when H= G. Let 9” denote a category 
whose objects are the groups actions a:HxG+G, a’:H’x G’+G’ etc.; and, a 
morphism a+a’ of ‘95u’ is a pair of maps (d, w) such that @ : Hx G-+H’x G’, 
w : G+G’, and a’@ = ya. 
2.2. H-lower ten tral series 
Suppose G is an H-group, i.e. an action a : Hx G-+G sending a&g) to x. g is 
given. The (H, a)-lower central series (we shall often drop the prefix (H, a)) of G is a 
series of H-groups 
I-,G : ~~~-+I-‘,+ ,G T,G+-..+T2G+I-,G = G (2.2.1) 
such that: 
(a) The unlabelled arrows in (2.2.1) are inclusions, TiG = G, and r2G is a normal 
H-group generated by all the elements of the form (x- g)g-i, for x in Hand g in G; 
and 
(b) T,G =rJ,_ ,G if a is not a limit ordinal; otherwise, if a is a limit ordinal, 
define T,G as the intersection of all TaG’s with p<a. 
The case when G acts on itself: The series T,G is the classical ower central series 
of G. The case when G is an abelian group and G is an H-module: The series T,G is 
the usual filteration of G induced by the powers of the augmentation ideal of S’H. 
Observe that for each ordinal a, r, : St’ + 3 is a functor of two variables, Hand G, 
defined on the category of group actions ?W; and furthermore, rs: ZM +pro- Y is 
also a functor of two variables where T,G is viewed as a pro-group. 
2.3. Pro-lower central series 
Suppose G = (GA,P~A., A) and H= (HA, qAA*, A) are pro-groups. Suppose for each 
1 in A we have an action aI : HA x GA ‘HA such that the actions are compatible, i.e. 
for 1’1 I, qArSarS = ai(qrlf xpAA,); and hence, we have a map a : H x G+ G in pro- 9. 
The map a will be called a pro-action of H on G or, we say G is an H-(pro-group); 
for simplicity, we drop the prefixes and say ‘a is an action of H on G’ or, ‘G is an 
H-group or H-object’: In this setting, we have the (H,a)-pro-lower central series 
(drop ‘(H, a)-pro-’ when the context is clear) of G given by 
T,G : .-.-r,+ ,G+T,G-+--.+T2G+T,G = G (2.3.1) 
where T,G = (T,GA,p&,,A) for any ordinal a. 
Observe that the functor Ta: W - Y determines a pro-functor pro-r,: pro- 
%? *pro- Q and we have, again, denoted pro-r, by r,; this will be done rather 
frequently. For the sake of formalism and rigor, we may add that r,: pro- W + 
pro-pro- 9 is a functor of two variables which is the natural extension of the functor 
r,: Y&-+pro-9. 
Every pro-group G = (GL,pAA,,A) acts on itself by conjugation, i.e. G x G-+G is 
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determined by considering each GA as a GA-group (under conjugation). In this case, 
T,G is the analogue, for pro-groups, of the classical ower central series for a group. 
We say G is nilpotent if there exists a finite a such that f,G is isomorphic to the zero 
pro-group in pro- Y. 
3. A theorem of Stallings for pro-groups 
3. I. An exact sequence of groups 
Suppose N is a normal subgroup of a group G. Observe that N is a G-group 
(caution: we are not considering N as an N-group!) under conjugation and r2N is 
the subgroup of N generated by the elements of the form gxg- ‘x- ’ for x in N and g 
in G. Put Q = G/N. Stallings. [15] has shown that the sequence 
Hz(G)-H~(Q)~N/~,N-H,(G)-~H,(Q)--*O (3.1.1) 
of homology groups is exact with coefficients in 3. The homology considered here is 
the homology of the groups where 9 is suitably considered as the trivial module; or 
equivalently, these homology groups may be interpreted as singular homology 
groups of a suitable Eilenberg-MacLane space (cf. [8]). Furthermore, the sequence 
(3.1 .l) is natural, i.e. if f: G-G is a homomorphism satisfyingf(N) CN’ where N 
is a normal subgroup of G’ and Q’= G’/N’, then the diagram 
H2(G) + H2(Q) + Nif2N --* H,(G) -* HI(Q) -0 
! I I I ! (3.1.2) 
H2(G’)-H2(Q’)+N’/r,N’-+H,(G’)-+H,(Q’)-+0 
is commutative where the vertical maps are induced by f. 
3.2. An analogue of (3.1.1) for pro-groups 
We first indicate how to define homology pro-groups of a pro-group (possibly 
with twisted coefficients). For a given pro-group, G= (Gl,pLA.,A), we form the 
integral pro-ring _YG= (.9G~,p&~,/l). If H=(HA,qAAS,A) is IG-module, i.e. for 
each 1 in A, HA is 9’GA-module, then the homology of G with coefficients in His 
the pro-group 
ffn(G; HI = Wn(GA; HA),P,&*,/~ 1 (3.2.1) 
where H,(G*; HA) denotes the usual nth homology group with coefficients in the 
IGA-module HA and p&s denotes the induced maps. If H= 5~ where z?’ is a trivial 
ICI-module, we omit H= 9 in (3.2.1) and state it as follows: 
HAG) = (H,(GA)J&J ). (3.2.2) 
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3.2.3. Definition. A pro-group N= (NA,pAA+A) is a normal pro-subgroup of G = 
(Gl,pAAS,A) if each N* is a normal subgroup of GA and the bonds for N are the 
suitable restrictions of the bonds for G. In order to avoid proliferation of symbols 
we shall often omit the bar and denote N by (N~,p~~,,/i). 
3.2.4. Define the quotient Q= (QA,qld,,A) by setting Qr= GA/N* where N is a 
normal pro-subgroup of G. Then the sequence 
Hz(G)-Hz(Q)~N/r,N-H,(G)-*H,(Q>-o (3.2.5) 
of the abelian pro-groups is exact in pro-&Y. 
3.2.6. Given N, G and Q as above, and N’, G’, and Q’ where N’ is a normal pro- 
subgroup of G’=(Gi,piAS,A) with the quotient Q’. Iff: G+G’is a special map (cf. 
[9]) satisfying fl(Nk) C Nj , then the diagram 
(3.2.7) 
is commutative where the vertical maps (in pro-dY) are induced byf. 
3.3. Some isomorphisms in pro- 9 
We are primarily interested in extending some results of Stallings [15] to pro- Y. 
More specifically, we shall prove the following: 
3.3.1. Theorem. Let f: G+H be a map in pro- 9 which induces an isomorphism of 
H,(G) with H,(H) in pro- 9 and which induces an epimorphism from H2(G) to 
H2(H) in pro- Y. Then for all finite n, f induces an isomorphism of G/T,G with 
HA-,, H. 
Our proof of this theorem is obtained by suitably extending several emmas from 
[ 151. We now proceed in this direction. 
3.3.2. Lemma. Let f: G-H be a map in pro-3 such that (unlabelled) maps 
H,(G)-+H,(H), H2(G)+H2(H), and G/faG-H/raH induced by f are 
isomorphism, epimorphism, and isomorphism in pro- 9, respectively, where a is 
some ordinal. Then f induces isomorphisms T,G/T,+ ,G i= r,H/l-=+ I H and 
G/T,+,G=H/r,+,H. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that f is a special map [9]. Consider 
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HAG)-+ &(G/r,G) + f-aG/I'a+, G *H,(G) +H, (G/T,G) 
i I I I I (3.3.3) 
Hz(H)-H,(H/r,H)-r,H/r,, ,H-+H,(H)-+H,(II/T,G) 
in pro-d9 whose rows are exact in pro-&Y and whose vertical maps are induced by 
I; and furthermore, the second, fourth, and fifth vertical maps are isomorphisms in 
pro-d?? and the first vertical map is an epimorphism in pro-_&!I. Therefore, it 
follows from the ‘Five Lemma’ that f induces an isomorphism TUG/T,+ tG= 
T,H/T,+ ,H. Since pro-al9 is an abelian category [l] the ‘Five Lemma’ holds in 
pro-.0 by suitably applying the Exact Embedding Theorem of Freyd-Lubkin (cf. 
11 ll)* 
Now consider the diagram 
(3.3.4) 
of pro-groups whose rows are exact and whose vertical maps are induced by I; 
furthermore, the first and the third vertical maps are isomorphisms. Our result 
follows by the ‘Weak Five Lemma’ which is discussed below. •i 
3.35 Remark. A version of the ‘Five Lemma’ for pro-groups appears in [2] which 
is not general enough for our purposes. We shall next prove the ‘Weak Five Lemma’ 
for pro-groups which suffices for our applications. 
3.4. A ‘Weak Five Lemma’ in pro- Y 
Consider the diagram 
O-+K+G-,Q-0 
III fgh (3.‘4.1) 
of pro-groups. Suppose all the pro-groups in (3.4.1) are indexed by the same set /1 
and suppose that all the morphisms are special. Furthermore, we assume that for 
each rl in /i the diagram 
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(3.4.2) 
commutes and the rows of (3.4.2) are exact. 
3.4.3. Proposition. In the setting described above, if f and h are monomorphisms, 
then g is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Given A in A. Choose 1’21 such that the image of Ker(jl,) under the bond 
KAS +KA is zero. Choose a A” zA’ such that the image of Ker(hAe) under the bond 
Qr.+QX is zero. Claim: the image of Ker(g,-) under the bond Gk--+GA is zero. It is 
easy to establish the claim with the help of the following commutative diagram 
KA-G A 
by the usual diagram. chasing argument. q 
3.4.4. Proposition. In the setting described above, if f and h are epimorphisms, 
then g is an epimorphism. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram 
MA--N I’ 
where the images Im(LA,-‘LA) and Im(NA.dNAS) are contained in Im(KA+LA) and 
Im(QAP+NA,), respectively. Choose an element x in Im(M”*MA) and show, by a 
‘diagram chase’, that x belongs to Im(GA+MA). This suffices to prove the 
proposition and we omit easy details. C 
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3.45. Proposition. In the setting described above, if f and g are isomorphisms, 
then h is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Clearly, h is a bimorphism and hence h is an isomorphism by a result of 
MardeX [9]. Cl 
3.5. Proof of Theorem 3.3.1 
The induction starts trivially with n = 1. The conclusion follows by applying 
Lemma 3.3.2 at the inductive step. Cl 
The following corollary of Theorem 3.3.1 is one of the main results of this note. 
3.5.1. Corollary. Suppose f: G+H is a morphism between nilpotent pro-groups G 
and H. If f induces an isomorphism H,(f) : H,(G)+ H,(H) in pro- ?J and an 
epimorphism H*(f) : Hz(G)-H,(H) in pro- B between these homology pro-groups 
with integral coefficients, then f: G-H is an isomorphism in pro- Y. 
4. A theorem of Dror for pro-groups 
4.1. Preliminaries 
Given pro-groups K = (nA, rAl’,A ), G=(GA,PAA~) and H=WA,~X,A). 
Suppose for each A in A, the groups GA and Hi are abelian groups each of which is 
nA-group such that G and Hare a-groups belonging to pro- FM, see Section 2 for a 
definition of pro- W. Let f: G+H be a morphism in pro- %“, i.e. f preserves the R- 
structure. 
4.2. Lemma. In the setting described in 4.1, suppose A = (AL,au,,A) is a n- 
subgroup (or a submodule) of r2G and suppose B = (El, bAA,,A) is a n-subgroup of 
TzHsuch that f carries A into B, i.e. for each L in A, the image f*(AJ is contained 
in B1; furthermore, suppose that the morphisms H,(lr; G)+H,(z; H) and G/A+ 
H/B induced by f are an epimorphism and an isomorphism, respectively, in pro- Y. 
Then f induces an isomorphism G/rzA+H/T2B. 
Proof. Our proof is analogous to the proof given by Dror [4] for groups. For each A 
in A, let 
HI(XA; GA)-+HI(~A; GA/AA)-+Ho(~~.;AA) 
-‘Ho(xA; Ga)-‘Ho(n~; GA/AL) (4.2.1) 
denote the ‘twisted’ coefficient exact sequence determined by the exact sequence 
O-AL ‘GA ‘GA/AA 40. (4.2.2) 
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Now Ho(nl; Al) = AI/T~AL, H&A; Cl) = G1/TtGA, and Ho(nn; GA/AA) = 
GA/AA/T~(GA/AA). Observe that the map GA/T2GA +GL/AL/T2(GA/AA) is an iso- 
morphism, and hence, we get a commutative diagram 
H,(nA; GA) ‘H,(rrA; G~/A$+AI/TtAn -+O 
I I I 
(4.2.3) 
H,(q; HA)-+H,(nA; HL/Bk)+ BJfzB1 -0 
whose rows are exact and whose vertical maps are induced by fA. Consider the 
corresponding commutative diagram 
H,(R; G)-H,(a; G/A)-rA/T2A+O 
(4.2.4) 
of pro-groups. In (4.2.4), the first and the second vertical maps are an epimorphism 
and an isomorphism, respectively. It follows by the ‘Five Lemma’ in pro-d3 that 
the morphism A/I’zA-‘B/rzB is an isomorphism. Now consider the commutative 
diagram 
(4.2.5) 
of pro-groups determined by the diagrams of the form 
(4.2.6) 
whose rows are exact and whose vertical maps are induced by fA. Since the first and 
the third vertical maps of (4.2.5) are isomorphisms, it follows that the map G/TA* 
H/TB is an isomorphism. Cl 
4.3. Theorem. In the setting described in 4.1, suppose that the morphisms 
H*(R; G)*Ho(n; H) and H,(n; G)-+H,(n; H) are an isomorphism and an epi- 
morphism of the homology pro-groups, respectively. Then f induces an 
isomorphism G/T,G+H/T,H for each finite n L 1. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n and the induction starts with n = 1. (Also, 
observe that the case n = 2 follows since He(n; G)dH&r; H) is an isomorphism.) 
Suppose the conclusion holds for n = k. We must show that the conclusion holds for 
n = k + 1. Put A = TkG and B = fkH and apply Lemma 4.2. The hypotheses of this 
lemma are satisfied and our proof is finished by observing that f,r,,G= 
r,+tG. 0 
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